
AKSESA CYBERPROTECT CLOUD SOLUTIONS

AKSESA



Aksesa, is a part of Unzyp Cloud, focusing on Cybersecurity to manage the 

maintenance and support of all the systems within an enterprise's network. All the 

functions, right from systems monitoring and security patching to recovering lost data 

and repairing corrupt systems, are handled by the Aksesa Cybersecurity team 

integrated and professional.

Aksesa, ease you to keep and save your password and other sensitive information. And 
you can use it in your favorite web browser and Mobile Phone

Aksesa, the mission is to protect all data, applications & systems (workloads)



WHY YOU CHOOSE
AKSESA?

Cybersecurity is important. Because the main function of Cybersecurity is to maintain privacy and 

protect sensitive information from threats in cyberspace. This protection is not only for companies 

or organizations but also for individuals.

AKSESA, is the right answer to protect your system from malware attacks. for that, we are here to 

answer these challenges with a reliable and professional team in their fields and a qualified 

protection system.

What is AKSESA and what are the best features of AKSESA to provide protection in transactional 

banking activities and personal activities that contain your information.
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AKSESA 
FEATURES



01

Secure Encryption

   AKSESA Equipped with powerful AES-256 encryption

        Cybercriminals are always on the prowl, looking for weak links to break and crack. How can 

users, especially in this increasingly connected world, have complete assurance that their data is 

safe, wherever it may be located?Encryption is one of the most common ways to protect sensitive 

data. 

        Encryption works by taking plain text and converting it into cipher text, which is made up of 

seemingly random characters. Only those who have the special key can decrypt it. 

        AES uses symmetric key encryption, which involves the use of only one secret key to cipher 

and decipher information.

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES)



02

Multiple Presets

AKSESA, Keeping information secure with different types of pre-sets to help protect our clients' 

systems, we are always looking to improve the security of account services. As part of this, users 

who actively use multifactor authentication for all their accounts will be notified periodically for 

automatic activation of security default settings.

Microsoft Defender for Office 365 protection stack

Edge protection

Sender intelligence

Content filtering

Post-delivery protection

IP Reputation/throttling Domain reputation Directory-based edge filtering
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SPK, ARC
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Mailbox
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Impersonation

User
Impersonation

WWW.

AV Engines Type blocking Attachment
Reputation blocking

Heuristic
clustering

ML
models

Tenant allow
/ Block list
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stocking

Content
heuristic

Safe
Attachment

Linked content
Attachment

Phish zero-hour
auto-purge

Malware zero-hour
auto-purge

Purge zero-hour
auto-purge Campaign End-user

reporting Office clients OneDrive/SharePoints

Network protecting

Account compromise
detection

Transport
custom rules

Safe links

Enhanced filtering for
on-prem routing

Domain
Impersonation

URL
detonation

URL
detonation



03

Biometric Access

AKSESA, using a biometric access control system is a digital entry system that controls physical 

access to a digital using biometrics technologies. The system identifies individuals who should be 

allowed entry into a secure area using facial recognition, fingerprint recognition, palm recognition, 

and other methods.

Why is biometric access control important? High security and assurance, Biometric identification 

provides the answers to “something a person has and is” and helps verify identity. User Experience 
with Convenient and fast. Non-transferable Everyone has access to a unique set of biometrics.



04

Security Recommendation

AKSESA, provides security recommendations such as Generate strong credentials with a 

password security standard that provides all these features and more! Our service will help you 

disable privacy-compromising settings to reduce the amount of personal information at risk. 

Prevent password hacking and protect an unlimited number of email addresses and accounts to 

detect problems :

     Check if your password is leaked
     Protect your sensitive information from data breaches

     Create strong and secure passwords to keep your accounts safe online.

       This feature To prevent your password from being hacked by social engineering, brute force, or 

dictionary attack methods, and keep your online accounts safe.



05

Backup Easily

AKSESA, Scheduled backup reports, paired with cloud backup enhancements like 

continuous data protection helps you save time while saving your clients from data 

loss, delivers a unique approach by combining cloud backup with cyber protection 

features, such as antimalware and antivirus – helping you keep clients’ data secure 

From a single console, protect more than 20 workload types, including Microsoft 

Exchange, Microsoft SQL Server, and Oracle DBMS Real Application clusters.



06

Password Management

AKSESA, ease you to keep and safe your password and other sensitive information. Integrated with 

your keychain, you can use it in your favorite web browser. 

A password Manager is a string of characters used to verify the identity of a user during the 

authentication process. Passwords are typically used in tandem with a username; they are 

designed to be known only to the user and allow that user to gain access to a device, application, 

or website.   

Aksesa, helps provide strong passwords and helps protect your personal information from 

unauthorized access. Hackers and cybercriminals use various methods to crack weak passwords, 

such as systematic attacks, brute force attacks, and social engineering.



07

Monitoring Management

AKSESA monitoring system is software that helps system administrators monitor their 

infrastructure. These tools monitor system devices, traffic, and applications, and in the event 

of malfunctions and disruptions.

Monitoring systems will work as professional software inventory and hardware, remote 

desktop assistance, and drive health monitoring, as on cloud-based software platforms that 

connect with network components and other IT systems to measure, analyze, and report on 

network topology, performance, and network forms the essential infrastructural of a modern 

enterprise. And keep client systems up to date and close security gaps with integrated 

configuration and maintenance
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AKSESA 
PRODUCTS



What is Aksesa Protection ?? To Improve our clients’ data protection 

with best-in-a-breed enhanced with cyber protection from a single 

console, protect more than 20 workload types, including Microsoft 

Exchange, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle DBMS Real Application 

clusters, and SAP HANA

Aksesa Protection 
(Security)

Aksesa protection against zero-day malware
Anti-malware protection for Windows,Linux and macos

Anti-malware protection for Windows, Linux and 
macOS

Cryplomining process detection

Real time protection and on-demand scanning

Seffprotection: Protect Acronis components (e.0. 

registry, service stopping, Acronis file protecting)

Network folder protection: Protect the data in 
shared folders on your machine against 
ransomware

Server-side protection: Protect the data in shared 
folders within your network against ransomware

File Quarantine

Exclusions management: Specify processes that not 

be considered malware; exclude folders where file 

changes will not be monitored; select files and 

folders where scheduled scanning will not be 

executed



What is Aksesa Mailguard ?? Improve our clients’ security by detecting any email-borne 

threat before it reaches end-users

Aksesa Mailguard (Email 
Security)

Minimize email risk for clients with 

powerful threat intelligence, signature-

based detection, URL reputation 

checks, unique image-recognition 

algorithms, and machine learning with 

DMARC, DKIM, and SPF record checks

Stop phishing and 
spoofing attempts

Detect hidden malicious content 

by recursively unpacking embedded files 

and URLs and separately analyzing them 

with dynamic and static detection 

engines.

Catch advanced evasion 
techniques

Prevent advanced email threats

that evade conventional defenses 

with Perception Point’s unique

CPU-level technology able to act 

earlier in the attack chain to block 

exploits before malware is released, 

delivering a clear verdict within

Prevent APTs  and zero-
day attacks



AKSESA, Monitoring Management is a feature that Improves clients’ protection by keeping systems up to date while 

automating routine work and decreasing management burdens and TCO. And Keeping client systems up to date and closing 

security gaps with integrated vulnerability assessments and automated patch management for 270+ applications, desktop 

assistance and drive health monitoring & reporting.

Aksesa Monitoring 
Management

Include in Aksesa

Cyber Protect Cloud

Device Recovery

Hardware Inventory

Agen Deployment

Monitoring and Alerts

Vulnerability Assestment

Reporting

Remote Desktop ( Windows, RDP)

Mass Management

Only available with

Advanced Management

Automation via scripting – Cyber 
Scripting

Patch Management

Remote desktop & assistance 
(windows, MacOS, Linux)

Software Inventory

Predictive monitoring with drive 
health monitoring



What is Aksesa Recovery ?? Aksesa, have to disaster recovery services 

to our clients running in mere minutes by spinning up IT systems in 

the Aksesa cloud with full site-to-site connectivity and the ability to 

recover them to similar or dissimilar hardware, And Improve security 

by detecting more threats, save on simplified security management, 

and deliver better remediation with integrated cyber protection.

Aksesa Recovery 
(Disaster Recovery)

Key Functions Protection of data from loss
Hight availability of critical applications

Target devices Server, workstations, mobile 
devices Physical or virtual servers

Recovery
requirements

Data loss avoidance Failover critical workloads quickly to an offsite, 
malware-free environment

Required
Infrastructure

Local and offsite backup tier 
storage

Hight-performance offsite storage

Applications 
recovery time

Hours to days Minutes to hours

Usage frequency Often Critical times

Backup Disaster Recovery

Rapid recovery after a disaster

Physical or virtual servers
Ability to restore/access single 
items fast

Storage type Cold storage Warm / hot storage

Compute and networking resources

DR orchestration software



Aksesa Keeper (DLP)

What Is Aksesa Keeper? Aksesa, Protect sensitive data from getting in the hands of unauthorized parties and stay 

compliant. Prevent data leakage from workloads via peripheral devices and network communications by analyzing 

the content and context of data transfers and enforcing policy-based preventive controls. Business-specific baseline 

DLP policies are created automatically by monitoring sensitive, outgoing data flows., Automatically expand the 

initially enforced DLP policy with additional rules to allow and protect new.

Context- and content-aware 
controls

DLP policies are created 
automatically by monitoring

Automatic, client-specific initial 
DLP policy creation

Content-aware DLP for 
peripheral devices
and network channels (70+ 
controlled channels)



Aksesa Security Package

What Is Aksesa Security Package? Aksesa has Smart protection plans for clients, auto-allowlist custom apps, 

automatic malware scans, and AV definition updates as part of the recovery process to deliver services more 

effortlessly. Aksesa Active Protection, enhanced with exploit prevention, URL filtering, antimalware detection 

for backed-up data, and improved detection rate to catch more threats fasterCollect digital evidence and safe 

it in a secure central repository to enable thorough post-incident investigations and proper remediation while 

keeping costs down.



Aksesa security layered protection

Anti-Spam Engine

(Against spam)

Anti-envasion

(Against spam)

Anti-Phishing

(Against Phishing)

Tread Intelligent

(Against known 
Malware)

Static detection

(Against known 
Malware)

Anti-spoofing and
Anti-Ato**

-

Next-Generation
dynamic detection**

-

Advanced
Security



Aksesa Password Manager

What Is Aksesa Password Manager ? Aksesa empower our clients to securely, edit, and share content using their own 

smartphones (iOS and Android), tablets, PCs, Macs, and web-enabled devices with a Password is built so that 

attackers were can't our client systems, event to try cracking it open with all knowledge. For all password managers 

use some sort of encryption process (for example, 256-bit AES, RSA or DES) to protect your information with a string 

of characters used to verify the identity of a user during the authentication process, typically used in tandem with a 

username; they are designed to be known only to the user and allow that user to gain access to a device, application 

or website.

Aksesa
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CONFIDENTIAL



Ensure the productivity of 

mobile users with complete 

support of Microsoft 365 mobile 

applications, as well as 

convenient PDF editing and 

annotation.

Rich mobile 
experience

After the document is signed 

or file is notarized, system can 

verify its authenticity from any 

device at any time.

File 
verification 

Increase  retention and generate 

new revenue streams by 

expanding your system with an 

advanced file sync and share 

service that supports all 

platforms

Boost revenue 
growth

Leverage a HIPAA-compliant file 

sync and share service with 

encryption at rest and in transit, 

full control over data location, and 

data authenticity powered by 

Ethereum blockchain to record 

and verify notarizations

Mitigate 
security risks



Help with easily execute every 

step of their document 

workflow – from creation to 

distribution to securing 

signatures from multiple people 

– with an easy drag-and-drop 

eSign feature

Embedded 
eSigning

Support your employee ’with digital 

transformation with simple file and link 

sharing, controlled access with custom 

permissions, eSigning, and file 

notarization

Maximize employee 
productivity

Streamline your planning with 

hardware and software inventory 

collection, remote desktop assistance 

and drive  monitoring.

Comprehensive 
management tools

Provide complete end-to-end 

encryption, enterprise-class 

audit trails, control over files 

and folders, and sophisticated 

policy controls for users, 

applications, and data.

Privacy and 
control
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DEMO PASSWORD MANAGEMENT



DEMO DASHBOARD MANAGEMENT



DEMO DASHBOARD MANAGEMENT



NO HIDDEN
CHARGES

Starting from Rp 5.000 for 1 device / seat, 

choose your protection plan (Basic or 

Advance) for Monthly and Yearly. 

OUR PRODUCTS 

Aksesa Protection (Security)

Aksesa Mailguard (Email Security)

Aksesa Monitoring (Management)

Aksesa Keeper (DLP)

Aksesa Recovery (Disaster Recovery)

Aksesa Security Package (SecP)

Aksesa Password Manager 

Hotline Support 24/7

ADVANCEBASIC
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CUSTOMER 
EXPERIECE
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THANK
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